
Guernsey Trust FAQs

Which Law Governs Guernsey Trusts?
The Trusts (Guernsey) Law, 2007.

What Types Of Trust Are Available?
Discretionary Trusts, Accumulation Trusts, Non-
charitable Purpose Trusts, Interest in Possession 
Trusts, and any combination of these (hybrids).

What Is A Trust?
Unlike a Company, a trust has no “legal personality” 
- it is not a legal entity in its own right. It is basically 
a contract, whereby the economic donor (settlor) 
gives assets to a trusted individual or company 
(trustee) to hold in their own name and administer 
for the benefit of certain others (the beneficiaries).

Why Settle A Trust?
The act of giving away or divesting the assets to the 
trustees removes legal ownership from the settlor. 
This has certain advantages for some taxation rules, 
and can help to shield assets from attack by a third 
party.

What Type Of Trust Is Preferred For International 
Transactions?
Discretionary trusts with beneficiaries have 
traditionally been used for asset protection and 
tax planning, but every case is different and a trust 
should be formulated to serve the specific needs of 
each case.

What Are The Capital Requirements?
There are no legal requirements, but a trustee has 
to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries. If 
the asset base of a trust (corpus) is not sufficient to 
warrant its costs, the trustees are unlikely to accept 
trusteeship. Any curråencies are permitted.

What Can Be Settled Into A Trust?
Most things - money, investments, land, buildings, 
paintings, furniture, jewellery, boats, aircraft - even 
fine wines. Some assets will earn income, and it 
is usual to account differently within the trust for 
capital and income.

Who Can Be A Settlor?
Most people, and corporate settlors are also 
allowed. However, being the settlor of a trust will 
often have tax implications and we will generally 
require sight of tax advice before proceeding.

What Are The Costs Of A Trust?
This will vary, depending on your requirements. 
Please contact us at info@albecq.com for more 
information.

How Are Trusts Created?
A trust is a contract, so it is created when the contract 
is entered into, usually by the signing of a Trust 
Deed. Trusts must meet “the three certainties”: 

there must be an expressed wish to create the 
trust, there must be defined assets placed into the 
trust, and there must be clear objects (beneficiaries 
or a purpose).

Who Can Be The Trustees?
Only a licensee (Regulated Fiduciary licence holder) 
such as Albecq. We use our licensed trust arm Al-
becq Trustees Limited for all trust positions.

How Long Does It Take To Settle A Trust?
This will vary with your requirements; it may be 
that our standard trust documents can be used, 
or we may need to have special clauses drafted. 
We find that the most common delaying factor is 
collecting the background information required by 
the Guernsey regulatory codes. Please look at our 
‘Guide to Information Requirements’ on our web-
site for further details.

Are Corporate Trustees Always Used, Or Can 
Individuals Be Trustees?
We normally use Albecq Trustees Limited as a 
corporate trustee of trusts under our administration, 
but under certain circumstances there may be 
additional co-trustees, who may be individuals.

Are The Details Of The Trust Kept At The 
Guernsey Registry?
No. There is no requirement to register trusts and 
no central database of trusts.

What Is A Protector, And Should I Have One?
Protectors act as an agent of the settlor with certain 
powers (such as the right to replace the trustees) 
which are defined in the trust deed. Protectors 
can give comfort, but if awarded too many powers 
they can make a trust difficult to manage. Enforcers 
perform a similar function for Purpose Trusts.

Is There An Annual Filing To The Registry?
No, Guernsey does not require trusts to be 
registered.

Must Financial Statements Of A Trust Be Prepared 
And Audited?
As trustees, we don’t believe that we can manage 
the trust assets properly if we don’t have good 
accounting records, so we always prepare annual 
financial statements. There is no requirement for 
audit.

Are Annual Accounts Filed At The Registry?
No.

Are There Any Exchange Control Or Other 
Financial Restraints?
No.



Is Migration Of Trusts Permitted?
Yes in principle, but this will depend on the terms 
of the trust deed. The situs (jurisdiction) of a trust 
is sometimes relevant to tax and asset protection 
planning, so legal advice should always be sought. 
We can arrange this for you.

Can You Be The Trustees Of Non-Guernsey 
Trusts?
Yes, depending on the terms of the trust deed.

Are Civil Type Foundations Available?
Yes. Please see our separate FAQ sheet on 
Guernsey Foundations.

Are The Regulators Empowered To Request The 
Production Of Information On The Identity And 
Background Of Settlors And Beneficiaries?
Yes, via the trustees, under certain strict 
circumstances.

Are The Regulators Empowered To Request 
The Production Of Accounting Information On 
Trusts?
Yes, from the trustees, under certain strict 
circumstances.

Can Such Information Be Exchanged With Other 
Jurisdictions?
Only upon official request or order, only where legal 
gateways exist, and strictly subject to the rules of 
those gateways.


